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To create engaging outdoor spaces
Spike lights.

Whether lighting a pathway, planting or to really embellish an outdoor feature,
spike lights are a great addition to any environment.

Choose your effect

Product comparison

Spike lights can be used in a variety of ways, for example, illuminating 
pathways, highlighting mid-level planting or to pick out certain 
features within a garden. The great thing about these products is that 
they can move as your landscape changes season to season, year to 
year.

Use the diagram to work out which size product and output is ideal for your installation.

Layering light
Spike lights can effectively work as the main focus of an outdoor 
lighting scheme; however, they also work well in spreading the focus 
throughout an installation. Combine various effects using these 
versatile fittings to light features at different levels and to create a 
scene with depth and interest. Pathway lighting can be combined with 
uplighting to create a multi-layered effect.
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All spike lights continue 240mm under the surface.
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Diagrams shown are Mains and 700mA output.
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Low voltage vs. mains Waterproof
Choose the right connection for any 
install with both mains and low voltage 
options available. These are ideal for 
both retro-fit and new installations.

All of our spike lights come with 3m 
integrated cable as standard for ease
of installation.

Our spike lights are waterproof to IP65 and have been designed for permanent use outdoors. 
Spike lights must be installed using waterproof connections to avoid moisture ingress through 
non-waterproof joints. To choose from our range waterproof connectors, please see page 446-447.

Check out our IP rated 
installation video on the 
Collingwood Lighting 
YouTube channel.

Low glare hoods and snoots

Discreet lighting Flexibility

Upgrade the look and feel of your spike light installation with a simple low glare hood or snoot accessory. 
The accessories minimise any ‘spill light’ from the product to create a crisp beam of light which is low glare.

Conceal your spike lights to allow attention to focus on the 
illumination, not the light source.

Spike lights are the most flexible lighting choice for a garden as they 
can be used in a variety of environments and are easy to manoeuvre, 
which gives the option to change the lighting scheme to reflect the 
season.

Flexible spike lighting with a high-quality fixture. 
Without using an accessory the beam of light has 
a soft halo around the measured beam angle.

A simple solution to create discreet lighting 
whilst optimising the light distribution. The 
widest part of the hood reduces the spill light 
from one side of the light.

This cylindrical snoot accentuates the style 
factor. Perfect for creating a moonlight effect the 
snoot reduces the spill light in all directions.

Standard spike light Low glare hood Low glare snoot

Select the best angle to 
illuminate features.

Simply pick up and move a 
spike light to illuminate a 
different feature.

Tilt

Move
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